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IIVTRODUCTORY. 

Thus far, in the history of the Socialist move- 
ment in America, the general trend of propa- 
ganda has been to teach the lesson of the class 
struggle and to demonstrate the inevitable 
course of industrial evolution. 

We have spoken and written much to prove 
the advantage of, and the necessity for, the 
collective ownership of all the various me- 
diums through which labor. is now exploited, 
commonly known as the means of production, 
transportation and exchange. 

The inauguration of the Socialist state, or 
the establishment of a co-operative common- 
wealth, requires primarily that the system of 
private ownership that now obtains shall be 
changed to a thorough system of public or 
collective ownership, and hence the vast private 
properties now held in the exploiting medi- 
ums must pass from the control of the indi-, 
vidual into that of the collective body. 

The conviction that this change-that this 
revolution implied in the transfer of omner- 
ship and control of our nation’s wealth-is ne- 
cessary, is a part of the history of hundreds 
of our citizens every day. They are at least 
brought to feel the necessity for governmental 
ownership, even though their limited knowl- 
edge and experience may leave them very far 
from being Socialists. 

, To each of these and to thousands every- 
There, the question discussed in this volume 
comes as naturally as effect follows cause: 
“How can public possession be obtained?” 

This question has not received the attrition 
that it merits. The time tar its formal dis- 
cussion is at hand-has in fact, already Seen 
too long postponed. The pandering of capi- 
talistic parties and politicians to popular pre- 
judices, as evidenced in their demands for gov- 
ernmental ownership of one or more industries: 
for municipal ownership of water. lightning 
systems and street railways-all. in the last 
analysis, but a fruitless effort to save the 
doomed “middle class”-is forcing a thorough 
investigation of this great question whether 
we court it or not. 

The method of acquisition proposed by these 
old political mills are fraught with such folly 
and defended by such means for masking the 
truth and misleading the thoughtless that they 
must be combatted and exposed by Open and 
honest appeal to the best judgment of men. 



MetIds ‘2 Acquiri& National Posrerrion 
of 011-r Industries. 

In following this disc&on of the various 
methods suggested whereby the nation may or 
should get possession of the means of produc- 
tion and distribution, or better, of every ex- 
ploiting medium, it must be borne in mind that 
the author can not holu the Socialist party re- 
sponsible for what he may say, because that 
party has not yet formulated a single expression 
upon the suhjcct. He speaks solely as an indi- 
vldual and with no other anthority. 

Four methods have been suggested. For con- 
venience, they may be deno&%ated as (1) the 
confiscation method, (2) the competitive method, 
(3) the purchase mefhod, (4) the pension 
method. No others have been suggested, doubt- 
less because there are no others. That posses- 
sion will be acouired through annlication of one 
or more of these pIans is-now ‘apparent to ali 
students of the subject. Our purpose is to pre- 
sent as fully and impartially as possible the 
arguments used for and against each method. 
Perhaps no other subject now before the world ’ 
is more thoroughly clad in misinformation and 
prejudice than the one in hand. Education alone 
can disrobe it. In the near future, it is to be 
the one mighty question that will demand solu- 
tion. T&e sooner we qualify to meet it, the 
better. 

FIRST METHOD-CONE’ISCATIOX 

’ This method of obtaining collective possession 
of the means -of production, 
mines, etc.-in short, 

including land, 
of obtaining possession 

of every means whereby or through which labor 
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is exploited-is commonly considered the “most 
radical” method. But we must avoid forejudg- 
inrr such matters until. we have looked carefully 
i&o the other methods, zind perhaps we shail 
learn that it is not more “radical” than they, 
and also that is d6es not differ very materially 
from them. This statement mav imoress the 
reader as being far-fetched, but ihe aithor asks 
only that investigation precede formation of 
ooinion. 

-The advocates of the “confiscation” method 
contend that the collective body should simply 
take possession of every exploiting medium and 
operate it through thorough industrial organiza- 
tion and solely for the benefit of the whole 
people. Of course any thought of taking this 
“property” and dividing it among the citizens 
of the country is as foreign to their minds as is 
the thought of dividing up the “property” now 
held collectively in our postal system; or of 
dividing up the “property” in our railway sys- 
tem should the government come into possession 
of it. Collective ownership is of necessity the 
opposite of any form of division among pos- 
sessors. 

The advocates of. this method contend pri- 
marily that all value is and of necessity must 
be the creature of labor-that labor a!one can 
create value-and on this point they are in 
accord not only with all authority but with fact 
self-apparent. That which is created, of right, 
belongs to the creator. They argue w$h Crosby 
that one can~not get a thing without producing 
it unless some one else produces it who does 
not get it. 

Under the capitalist system of producing 
wealth, laborers have been and must be com- 
pelled to purchase access to the means whereby 
they must live. They must divide the product 
of their toil wi<h an exploiter thereof; and as 
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a consequence of this division by the many 
(aided of course, by modern methods) with the 
one, the latter has accumulated the riches of a 
commonwealth. 

But there is another point here that must not 
be overlooked. Under the law which vests the 
ownershio. and hence the right to exnloit. in an 
individual; and under the mstitutions that in- 
dustrial evolution have brought into being, tlzis 
divisron on the part of the kborers is co&puk 
079. Therefore, the great fortunes are extracted 
from labor’s product by process of law, and af- 
though not “appropriated to public use” (as the 
authorized definition of “confiscate” implies) yet 
they are appropriated to the use of others than 
the producer, and hence represent what is prac- 
tically confiscated. 

It it sometimes suarrested that our law nrants 
.the laborer the -righ&f contract and the-right 
to quit when he pleases, etc. But neither the 
law-nor the institutions that it upholds grants 
any laborer the right to any form of labor con- 
tract that frees him from the necessity of divid- 
ing his product with. an exploiter-that frees 
him from what we mav term “n&ate confisca- 
tion.” And his “right to quit” he enjoys‘equally 
with his right to cease to live. He may abandon 
one “confiscator,” but he must submit to another. 

When remuneration of the capitalist is sug- 
gested, the advocate answers: “To confiscate 
the means of production is at its worst but ap- 
propriating to public use that which has been 
appropriated .to private use-is but confiscating 
the confiscator-is but giving back to the pro- 
ducer that which has been filched from him bv 
process of law?’ And then the advocate asks 
some troublesome questions : ‘Who will .com- 

. 

pensate the laborer -for what has been wrested 
from him while this same laborer is compensat- : 
ing the capitalists for what they have thus ac- 
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quired? Who will pay for what labor has suf- 
fered at the hands of organized greed? Who 
will pay -for the crimes 03 capjtal:sm; for the 
anxiety, the suffering, the suicide, murder, theft, 
prostitution, starvation and death directly trace- 
able as its work? 

“But,” says an opponent, “honest acquisition 
is not a thing unknown. Some have it, as it were, 
dpg homes out of the very earth, have acquired 

3ven land in spite of the exploiter.” The ad- 
vocate answers: “True. But first, who is goifig 
to select the .wheat from the tares? Second, 
the home is not an exploiting medium and none 
would be disturbed in its use or occupancy. Un- 
exploited labor would soon be abundantly able 
to supply all necessity in that line. Third, the 
land would cease to have an exploiting value- 
would be useless as a private property where 
labor must be hired to work it. The possessor 
might waste his time and energy in efforts to 
dig a living out of it while he played at owner- 
ship; but in a thoroughly organized industrial 

* system, where machinerv was used wherever 
p&sib<e and on a scale i,hat is yet in infancy, 
he would bedubjected to a competition that 
.xould soon teach him that a -co-operative 
commonwealth had something for each of . 
far more value than assumed- possession of 
a few acres of earth. Even capitalism, in 
a . very few years, will destroy all such 
idolatry. I f  there is any profit to be reaped 
from his honest acquisition. the seekers for in- 
vestment of bi!lionr in dividends will soon find 
it and it will be theirs; and the present owner 
will be seeking some olace to make a small in- 
vestment, and- a little later for a job. If  it 
yields no profit, or if the great investors can 
more thoroughly exploit him while he plays 
owner than in any other way, they will leave, 
him in assumed possession. He can no more 
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escape the confiscator than he can death, and 
what does he get ih return for what he sur- 
renders? The gest that capitalism can offer is 
a wage that suffices for a living that must ad- 
iust itself to a standard measured bv absolute 
;lecessity. Fourth on the other hand- the “con- 
fiscating Socialist:’ offers every man all that 
any except the -“professional” exploiter OP gam- 
bler could ask. Socialism offers to every mortal 
free access to the means of production-the 
means of life: offers each the right tb work 
as much or ai little as he pleases-and the en- 
joyment of the full equivalent of what his labor 
produces. Hence, what he enjoys will depend 
wholly upon his own efforts. The only com- 
pulsion about the matter is that he who eats 
shall work and pay for what he eats; for there 
will be no means whereby the able-bodied can 
compel others to support them in luxury or in 
penury. In short, Socialism frees the laborer 
from the grasp of the exploitg and by so doing 

I offers him a reward for four hours’ work far 
in excess of anything that capitalism can offer 
him for ten hours. *’ Thus Socialism, far from 
robbing any, vests each with a “private property” 
whose value is far in excess of anvthine now 
enjoyed by the masses of mankind-or rhat is 
possible for them to enjoy in the present system. 
It offers an absolute guarantee against any form 
of want or miserv exceot such as is self-inflicted. 
Every thoughtful man&knows that this country 
is fully capable of supporting in abundance many 
times its uresent Dooulation: that our resources 
are all-sufiicient, c&G labor ample and our brain 
equal to any emergency. What we lack is or- 
$nization ihat makes co-operative effort pos- 
sable. Such organization cannot efist under 

*This subject. “Labor’s Rewnrd under Socialkm,” is 
fdlv discussed in ‘LIntroduction to Socialism.” and the 
reader’s attention is especially invited thweto. 
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capitalism and hence the misery and want &hat 
must needs follow.” 

Thus far, we have dealt with this method 
abstractly; now let us test it by a few concrete 
examnles. 

The agents of a young English stripling sit 
at the mouth of one of the greatest coal mines 
on earth an’d coHect toll from &very ounce of 
caal that goes from that pit to the world; be- 
-cause the boy “owns” the thing. Did the boy 
have anything to do with the produpog ;t t: 
mine or with mining the product? 
argument is concerned, he may never have even 
visited that spot of earth. How then is it his? 
Well, it belonged to his father and now belongs 
to the son. How did his father get it? In the 
same way that the son acquired-possession 3f 
it-from his father. And the grandfather and 
great-grandfather and his father had the same 
title tbereto. By that time the coal had not 
been discovered. %ater, labor opened the earth 
and found it; but it was his who “owned” the 
land. And thus possessioe has passed from 
father to son until we net to William the Con- 
queror. And how did -William’s contemporary. 
the ancestor of the present owner, get this pro- 
perty? Why, William’s soldiers cut the head 
from a Saxon nobleman, took his land and 
bestowed it upon the Norman. In other words. 
the striplinE has the same claim to this land 
and to the-great necessity that lies buried in 
it that Edward VII. has to England’s throne- 
the -one because he is the oldest son of his 
father, the other because he is .the oldest son 
of his mother. 

A foreigner claims and owns a part of one 
of our great trans-continental railways, In con- 
seauence of a series of three circumstances. all 
of-which are more or less accidental, he- hoes 

. not own it all. These are, first, the lack ot 
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of it all against the world. 
The radical or confiscator would bring this 

gentleman into a court of equity as defendant 
and the American laborers as plaintiff. They 
would. question the foreigner thus: 

Question-You claim to own this property? Answer- 
1 do. 

QuestIon-Did you produce it or have a” hing what- 
ever to do with its production? Answer-I dc3 not. I an, 
not in the producing business. 

Quesion-Were you ever in America? 

this 
Opposing Councel-We object upon the ground that 

question is irrelevant, incotnpetent and imm&erial. 
Objection sustained. 

Question-Then upon what do you base you claim? 
Answer-That pronertv belonged tp a ma” by the name 
?f Huntington. He had a” adopted daughter. I married 
her. Huntinrton died. 
property is mine. 

She gave me a deed and the 

Question-You have no other claim to this property? 
Answer-None whatever. 

Now let 11s call the other side. . 

this 
Question-You claim Lhe right to possess and operate 

property now under disppte? 
American Labor-We do. 
Question-Upon what do you base your claizn? Answer- 

We took every ounce of raw materinl from the earth and 
forest. We made every lit,, every rail, every car. every 
wheel, every bridge and depot, every cut and fill. We 
made every art frown start to finish with our own hands 
and the 1. mat xnery constructed-by thrm: and it is ours. 

Question-Can you assign any other reason why this 
property should be yours? Answer-Yes, if any other were 
needed. We can show it has ever been used as a means 
of extortion. 
laborer that 

Through its private ownership 

exploited. 
it employs, has been and is cons~~~~ 

To maintain this exploitinf: power its 
ow;rs have polluted the very f;Fb2n of govern- 

, corrupted elections and 
coancils and commisions. 

leg%lahlreZ3, 
And in the present ‘ndustrial 

system this must and will continue to be it a 
because it is 

history 
o 

Question- ou do not propose to pay for it? Answer- *If@ 
erated solely for private gain. 

Pay whom? Have me not built it and paid for it in 
dividends two or three times since? 

Question-You say you built it; but were you n& paid 
by the da 

Y  A”SWer- 
in cash while you were doing thnt work? 

es, we were paid from capital-paid from that 
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which llad been exploited from us. n-e worked R dn$ and 
prodnced, wy, five dollars’ worth. We were paid one dol- 
,ar f,,r the labor and the “owner” (br cmltiscator?) of the 
other dollars paid them to us for building the road. 

Count Boni de Castellane inherited a title. 
He sold an interest therein to Mr. Gould for 
a goodly number of millions of American labor 
product that had been acquired by meth;o; 
which we need not at this time review. 
Count being wholly unfit to make his own liv- 
ing in a capitalistic system, wisely concluded 
to let our laborers make it for him Shall we 
call the hundreds of thousands that for years 
flowed from us to him extortion or confiscation; 
or shall we-apply such terms only to the meth- 
ods of those who would stop such things and 
tell him to go to work like an honest French- 
man? Are there not species of confiscation 
not defined in W’ebster’s Dictionary? Ask the 
widow and her children who are turned out of 

.doors because they cannot pay the rent that 
supports his titled humbug. 

A citizen of Montana buys a legislature and 
bribes a judge to get possession of a mine re- 
puted to be worth the assessed valuation of a 
state. Who would not remunerate him for his 
good work? Who would? 

American miners delved into the earth and 
yielded twenty millions to Senator Fair. Seven 
millions of that now belongs to his daughter 
whose part in its production was absolutely ne- 
gative just to the extent that she squandered 
her-father’s wealth before she married Vander- 
bilt. Is the rea!, practical confiscator- in the 
ranks gf the radmals or in a palace on Fifth 
Avenue? 

What shall we say of the billions that are 
annually forced from our earnings to pay di- 
vidends upon water stock-stock that represents 
not one cent’s worth of any form of actual 
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capital? Shall we bow down to the “sacred . 
rights of property” or shall we modify our de- 
finition of confiscation? 

SECOND METaO-COMPETITION. 

As a private propkrty, a railway, a factory, a 
mine! a great farm or any other means of pro- 
ductlon or transportation has value on one con- 
dition, and one only; it must pay dividends or 
at.least give assurance that it will do so in the 
not far distant future. If  its operation can af- 
ford no net gain, neither present nor prospec- 
tive, its ownership is unsought. In other words, 
if laborers cannot be employed to operate such 
a property and by so doing produce more than 
they are paid for their labor-if ptoperty cannot 
be used as a means for exploiting labor-it is 
valueless as a private possession. 

Reference is, of course, here made to such 
property as must from its very nature be 
operated--the labor must be done-by other than 
its owner or owners. A small property that 
can be operated solely by its owner may furnish 
him the means for making a living and its value 
is proportionate to the return it yields for his 
time and effort. But if a railway, for instance, 
cannot be used as a medium through which to 
exploit the labor of others than its owners. 
it is valueless as a private holding. And the 
greater the degree of exploiting that can be 
oracticed through it-the greater its dividends- 
The greater its value in p&ate hands. The fact, 
however, must not be overlooked that a railway 
does not lose anything of its usefulness for 
transportation purposes because it must %e op- 
‘erated at cosf any more than does our postal 
system for purposes of communication. Its only . 
loss is its value as private property. Whatever 
destroys its dividends in the present industrial 
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svstem destroys all desirability to own or op 
&ate it. - 

We have now summed up the basis of the 
argument used by those .who would have our 
go<ernment acquire possession of the means of 
production and transportation by the competitive 
method. 

Suppose, for example, that our government 
should nroceed to construct a transcontinental 
railway =and connect it by spurs to our chief 
cities. Now, since the people of the United 
States-the government-built this road, it is 
wholly theirs- It might be noted here parenthet- 
ically, that these same people built all the other 

I roads that are not theirs; but that is a subject 
foreign to this paragraph. But this road at 
least is ours; that, none will deny. And since 
it is ours we propose to run it just as all the 
railways are run-in. the interest of the owners. 
To do this thoroughly we must run it at the 
cost of operation and maintenance. Suppose 
this were done, what would become of the di- 
vidends of the privately-owned roads? Certainly 
they would vanish and with them must go the 
railroad’s value as private holdings. Privately- 
owned roads in America would be very cheap 
indeed. 

The defenders of this method justify it upon 
the following grounds: First, it is full and free 
comnetition. Second, it is practicable. Third, 
it is’ authorized by precedents as numerous anti 
as far-reaching as can be found to sustain any 
other possible contention. For it is undeniable 
that the entire history of our frrdustrial develop- 
ment is but a relation of these precedents. For 
instance, when the machine method of spinning 
and weaving came upon the scene, what value 
was left in the property invested in the hand 
looms? With the competition of a trans-conti- 
nental railway, how fared it with the vast prop- 
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e+ cf the stage lines? With the invention of 
htin&eds of different machines for the manufac- 
ture of articles previously made by the hand of 
skilled labor only-machines operated in many 
instances by women and children-how many 
thousands have stood aghast as they saw years 
,gf apprenticeship and a means of livelihood that 
they had valued as a competency swept, as by 
a breath, into the gulf .of uselessness? The 
finger of competition was laid upon them and 
their “uronertv” vanished at its touch. A better 
methoci of do&g things was put into operation 
and the inconvenience and suffering that. might 
fall upon them was of no consideration when 
nroeress demanded that thev submit. Witness 
the-thousands of smaller concerns that greater 
ones haye crushed to nothingness; and, finally, , 
the march of the grand armv of the trust that 
brooks no foe and-offers no-quarter. 

To sum up this entire argument, the advocates 
of this method declare: Under existing laws 
and institutions. the owners of these vast means 
of production are vested with the right to enter 
the competitive field and exploit the masses: 
in the system we propose, the masses will vest 
themselves with the power to enter this same 
field and forever end the campaigns of.the ex- 
pioiters. 

Now. what -6s the advocate of the first 
method, the confiscator, to the defenders of this 
second method? He admits the practicability of 
the competitive plan, and that itis at its worst 
but dealing measure for measure; that it is in 
perfect accord with the capitalistic method of 
doing business; that it is competitiou perfected 
and under that system-the system of war-to’ 
the victor belongs the spoils. Thousands are 
ready to cry out in its. praise who would scoff 
at the suggestion of direct confiscation. But 
these thousands are the thoughtless who weigh 
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not their words. They are deluded solely by 
the relative euohonv of terms. We confiscators 
propose to taie the nroperty entire and ap- 
propriate it to the service of the public from 
which it came. You defenders of the competi- 
tive method propose that the public shall not 
confiscate the property itself, but shall proceed 
to directlv confiscate its value as d orivate hoid- 
ing. Wtiat is the difference betwein taking my 
property entire or taking from it all value to 
me as -a property? Are-you not S plainly trying, 
to mislead by juggling with words? If a pris- 
oner is condemned to certain death, is it much : 
relief to his stricken spirit to offer him a choice 
of a cotton rope instead of one made of’manita 
because the former is softer to the touch? 

” 
“There are more things in heaven and earth, 
Fprr$,o, than are dreamed. of in your philos- 

and one of these thmgs is the fact that 
theie’are more methods of confiscating than are 
enumerated in your dictionary. Your method 
is but one of them in a disguise that is all in- 

-sufficient. It is confiscation and naught else. 
David B. Hill, of New York, suggested, at a 

banquet in April, 1902, the idea of limiting di- 
vidends by lam. and many democrats applauded 
who would scoff at the thought of confiscation. 
Look a little deeper for a moment. Here is a 
vast property whose value as a private posses- 
sion depends upon the fact that it yields an an- 
nual dividend of, say, ten per cent. Let us 
apply Mr. Hill’s suggestion and cut that dividend 
to two and one-half per cent. The property is 
now worth in the market just one-fourth of what 
it was before this was done. In other words, 
we have “confiscated” three-fourths of its private 
value-have stricken out that fraction of its ex- 
ploiting power. And we have not yet even 
suggested the havoc such a proceeding would 
wcrk in the financial world unless we at the 
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. same time authorized a repudiation (confiscation) 
of a similar per cent of the debts for which 
the owners are held. These obligations are based 
upon the owner’s power to pay-the measure 
of his dividends. @ill would reduce the dividend 
and leave the debts in full force. Did he over- 
look this point, or is he probably a holder of 
mortgages? He is certainly not a mortgagor. 
But, if he speaks seriously, he is a worse confis-, 
cator than the most radical of Socialists, for he 
would take much and give worse than nothing 

’ in exchange for it: the radical would take all 
and provi& that which, as we have shown, would 
he a more valuable heritage than all else that 
could be taken. 

Again. it is uatent to everv thouzhtful man 
that-the’small ckncerns of- our-countri-the sup- 
posed pets of Mr. Hill’s party-maintain an ex- 
istence solely because of low wages and high 
orices dictated bv the greater concerns that can 
produce more chiaply. -To reduce the dividends, 
prices must fall or wages rise; or both. What 
then becomes of the small institutions? But Mr. 
Hill is a statesman. Perhaps he can tell the 
“cranks” how he is going to save the weak and 
J>y the same stroke wound those far better fitted 
to survive. He has not yet done SCJ and we are 
listening. 

Let us cl& this discussion of the competitive 
method by suggesting the vast wbste of national 
energy that its ‘execution would entail. Why 
;onstruct vast and unnecessary competing con- 
,erns for the sole purpose of confiscating those 
aiready in operation? If these things must be 
confiscated, why attempt it by such babyish, in- 

. direct and expensive methods? ’ 
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THIRD METHO%PURCHASE. 

By ..lis method it is proposed to buy the great 
.adustries and pay, the present owners anfi their 
heirs for them in regular wav. 

This is at present rhe “popular method,” but 
it must not be overlooked that the popular mind 
has had practically no training and l-as done 
little or no independent thinking on this great 
question and hence may not be well equipped 
for the formulation of final iudgments. Let us 
consider the. proposition in Vits-various phases 
and at least try to unearth its defects and also 
discover its merits if it has any. 

Of course. in the case of nurchase. the first 
form of payment must be in. government bonds: 

. for all the coined gold and silver of earth would 
pay but a small fraction of the tremendous price. 

The first objection that is usually raised to 
this method is. of itself an evidence of $le lacbk 
of due consideration of the subject. 
jector argues that to buy the -railways, coal 
mines: steel and oil industries, etc., would burden 
us wrth a national debt that would bankrupt 
any nation of earth. Some are even so thought- 
less as to cite the relatively great debt of New 
Zealand as an instance, wholly forgetful that 
New Zealand holds property that she could any 
day exchange for her- debt if she so elected. 
That island is one snot of earth that has some- 
thing to show for her debt that is negotiable. 
What have Europe and America to show for 
theirs extent historv and dead soldiers? 

Again, if one compares the actual amount in- 
vested in the Standard Oil property with the 
net gain-dividends-of that concern. he will 
read/fy learn that we now pay for --it entire 
from once to twice each year and that each 
few years at most we pay the full face value ,- 
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-of its entire stock, water and all. Hence, if it 
were bought and we should continue such prices 
for oil as now obtain and that we certainly 
must continue to pay under the presetit system, 
for even, at the worst, a few years, the industry 
would, if we may use a common though sense- 
less exnression. “DRY for itself.” 

I f  the annual -gains from our railways arc 
$3,000* per mile-and they are more than that- 
in how many years do we pay the cost of du- 
plicating every foot of road in America? The 
average cost is admittedly not more than 
$25,000 per mile.* During the next twenty years 
we must. under nrivate owneshio. do again what 
we have done during the last- .twenty years- 
pay in dividends the full face value of every 
form of stock that capitalists have placed upon 
our highways. Is it not true that the number 
of times that we must pay for these things de- 
pends wholly upon who owns them? 

Have we not paid in dividends during the 
last eighteen months every dollar actually in- 
vested in the property of the steel trust and, 
therefore, paid enough to duplicate that concern? 
Will we not do so again during the next year 
and a half? Yes: and during the last few year5 
we have paid and during the next few years will 
pay again for it, water and all. 

I f  naving for these things is a sure road to i 
bankr&tcyr how long are we to remain a solvent -j 
people? Or are we already bankrupt and don’t t 
know it? 

The fallacy in the argument of those who fear 
bankruptcy arises from the failure to discern 
that there are more ways than one for ‘paying 
for a thing, just as there are various ways 
through which confiscation may be accomplished. 

No, the Socialist cannot be bluffed by the 

fee, “Railroads and Reform,” by X. A. Richardson. 
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white feather of inabiiity to pay. He knows 
that we have oaid for all these thinas manv 
times already and must continue the same game 
and keep on paying for them until the inaugura- 
tion of his demands puts a stop to such foily. 

And rirrht here the “radical” iniects a few 
questtonsr Reasoning from the basis of justice, 
how many times should a people pay for a thing 
and yet have no right to claim it as their right-. 
ful possession? Labor not only produced ttese 
things, but has already paid for them many times. ’ 
Why should it do so again? No matter how 
payments have been or may be made; no matter t 
how many times we have paid or may pay for 
these things, all payments, in their last analysis, 
must come from those who toil. Is this an 
endless chain or shall we break it at once and 
terminate such legalized robbery? 

The advocates of this. method may answer. 
Again the meddlesome questioner asks: Of 

whom would we buy the oil, railways, coal, etc.? 
Of the present owners, is answered. Then to 
them should be issued the long-term bonds? 
Certainly. But in a few years these men will 
all be dead and we would then 6e paying our 
earnings to their heirs-paying men and women J 
millions and billions of dollars solely because 
they chanced to be related by birth or adoption + 
to some certain individual or had the good for- 
tune to be named in a last will and testament. 8 
All question of deserving or merit or justice 
must be eliminated and onlv the insane methods 
of capitalism are to be acted upon. Is that 
your proposition? Who, in that case, would be 
confiscated? And who would be the confis- 
cators? 

We wilf let such editors as William R. Hearst 
and such statesmen as David B. Hill and Wil- 
ham Jennings Bryan answer. 

“But,” says one, “you are assuming that thl:se 
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industries if purchased should be run at present 
rates and thus made to ‘nay for themselves.’ 
Why not run them at the cost .of operation and 
pay for them by taxation, letting the chief burden 
of- taxes fall upon the greater mcomes?” 

Bv that method of naving we tax Rockefeller 
to Pay Morgan and Go;gai to pay Kockefeller 
and thereby establish a fool’s method for. in , 
realitv. confiscating the nrooertv of both. And. 
furthk;more, from wha; a;e these incomes de: 
rived ? From the labor of those who toil ; and 
from that source only is it possible for them to 
spring. Then labor supplies the dividend, hands 
it over to Morgan and then ‘proceeds to tax 
(confiscate) it out of his possession and then 
to nav it back to him for his steel factories and 
railways. One beam from the lamp-of intel- 
ligence suffices to reveal the intolerable folly of 
such a suggestion. 

But there are other standpoints from which 
this purchase method must be considered of 
which as yet nothing has been said. 

The radical Socialist treats the subject rrood- 
naturedly for two reasons: First, he. says- that 
he would like to face the positive assurance that 
these.vast industries will be owned and operated 
by the people by the time we have paid for 
them once more. It would mean to him that 
the goal for which he is striving is very near. 
Second, he knows that while capitalism rules 
this country it will not and dare not take such 
a step as is necessary to carry out the purchase 
program. 

, 

We must now consider this method from the ’ 
standpoint of, first, the people in general and 
the smaller holders of wealth; second, from the 
standpoint of the great capitalist. 

A considerable portion of the democratic 
party (or side shows thereof) are today advocat- 
ing the purchase by the government of industries . 
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whose cost; with half the water sqeezed out. 
would be many billions of dollars. These, of 
course, must be paid for in bondsof a low rate 
of interest-a payment that is better than any 
form of money in existence for any purpose 
for which money can be used. 

They argue that these industries have grown 
into such vast monopolies and atIect so many 

‘* interests that! in private hands, they are a menace 
to our civilization. They must he purchased 
and paid for and thus safeguard our institutions 
and our national existence. 

Now, while all admit that these vast monopoly- 
breeding concerns would be safer in the hands 
of the public than as private holdings, is it not 
also true that they have been built up and are 
now being constantly extended from capital that 
has sought and is now seeking investment? Is 
it possible that the American people would hand 
over such a -sum as the purchase price of these 
things to Rockefeller, Hill, Gould, Vanderbilt, 
Harriman, Baer, Markle, Morgan and a few 
other such men without asking this very sig- 
nificanf question: What are they ‘going to do 
with it? We think not. And what answer 
would be given? Are these men going to lay 
away their vast holdings and be content with 
their iow rate of eain? Is there anvthinc in their 
past or present history that could<war;ant such 
a conclusion? Certainly there is not. Even the 
wavfarer can discern that thev would at once 
reinvest their wealth, if there, -were any sort of 
o~portundty bf makzng profits in excess of the 
Kovenlment’s rate of interest. And thus forti- 
fied for investment, what would they not mon- 
opolize? Every industry left to the competitive 
field would fall an easy prey and the small con- 
cerns everywhere would be swept as chaff be- 
fore a gale. If  the monopo1ie.s that now exist 
are a menace, what shall we say of those that 

. 
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would spring from handing over to these men 
-the purchase price of the present ones? Then 

we must buv the second. cron for the same rea- 
son that we-must buy the l&t. And where will 
this buying stop? And in what must it termi- 
nate? 

It is suggested that this difficulty could be 
overcome by making the bonds non-transfer- 
able. Well, if they were made payable on OF 
before 1975. and c&Id not be wilied to nor in- 
herited by relatives, the plan would furnish quite 
B short cut to confiscation. But, in any event, 

‘such a Dlan must first, absolutelv nrohibit a 
person’s -doing as he wills with l& bwn, and ’ 
second, as it must force the present owners to ‘I 
Exchange of property paying high rates of profit 
(interest) for one navina a low rate. it is ab- 
solute &nfiscation df -at ieast pa& of ‘said prop- 
erty. l?or instance, if the rate of interest that 
the owners thus would be forced to accept is 
but one-fourth of their nresent avenge Drofits. 
evidentIy three-fourths of-their propert; ha-s been 
confiscated. There seems to be a large body of 
ueonle who believe in confiscation in spots- 
&p&ally if their plan can be paraded -under 
s6me other appellation. There seems to be much 
in a name. Would it not he a far more sensible , 
plan to pension them for life and issue no 
bonds? “But that is another story.” 

But if this purchase method is ever pressed 
to serious consideration, *hat will be the con- 
dition confronting the great investors? What 
will the capitalists say of it? 

Suppose we buy the vast industries and hand . 
over the manv billions that tbev must cost in 
the shape of ‘bonds bearing, say, two per cent 
annna1 interest. These bonds are, of course, 
far better than money for purposes of invest- 
ment and they will naturally seek investment 
wherever present or prospective profits or rents 
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assure a higher rate of rrain. Therefore. what 
has resulted-from this pur&ase? We have’placed 
billions of dollars upon the market seeking in- 
vestment and at the same time, by taking-vast 
industries from the investors’ field have greatly 

_ reduced the opportunities to invest. We have 
vastly increased the supply of capital seeking 
investment and relativelv diminished the demand 
for it. What then becomes of rates of interest? 
What would be the effect, even in existing op- 
portunities, of launching such a vast sum-up& 
our investment-seeking supply? The answer is 
obvious. It would simply paralyze industry as 
now organized and inevitably sweep the small 
holder as well as many of the larger ones en- 
tirely from the field. Concentration would go 
on as never before because a far greater neces- 
sity for it would be created. 

It is onlv necessarv here to suggest that this 
purchase method co& bvt hasten-the inevitable. 
For the amount of capital seeking investment- 
the vast annual gains- of the great monopolies 
and wealth-concentrating concerns-must force 
the supply higher and cigher while the oppor- 
tunities to invest grow relatively less and less. 
The uurchase of our nresent great monooolies 
could-but hasten the 2nd. - 

One other thought here commands attention. 
The purchase of our great monopolies and pay- 
ment to their present ov’ners presupposes not 
only the existence of, but a national victory by 
a party that demands the nationalizatibn of 
these industries. And this premise has a very 

- significant corollary-the transformation of pro- 
duction for private profit into production for 
use. But this transformation is the one great 
industrial step necessary to be taken in establish- 
ing a Co-operative Commonwealth-in the de- 
struction of capitalism. How futile then to ex- 
pect any capitalistic party-any party that ad- 

. 



vacates production for profit-how futile to ex-’ 
pect any such a party to establish such -a form 
of state Socialism. 

But grant for the sake of argument that the 
democratic party could succeed in nationalizing 
the railways, telegraph, telephone, coal, oil, steel, - 
fuel and meat industries-in nationalizing our 
present great trusts-and paying for them in 
low rate bonds, what is then left for the in- 
dustrial captains to monopolize except the retail 
business and agriculture? And it is certainly- 
reasonable to presume that before such measures 
could be put through the people would be vested 
with the right of initiative and referendum in 
legislation. And does any one claim that they 
would not then use that power to nationalize 
the land also and abolish all rent, interest and 
profit? When this is done what are the bonds 
worth with which purchase has been made? The 
Co-operative Commonwealth has been established 
and the only purchasing medium (money) would 
be the evidence of labor performed. All the 
bonds of earth would not buy a biscuit. In short, 
when we shall have reached that stage of political 
development the giving of bonds to the trust 
owners would again be but confiscation disguised 
hv R farce. - _-.-.. 
-‘Then is it not strange that men who pose as 
the friends of the small holders and the enemies 
of the great monopolists suggest such a method 
for the industrial salvation of the country? Is it 
possible that they believe that ths great capital- 
ists as well as the small ones will not discern 
the fallacy of such an act as the purchase method 
suggests? The. Socialist, of course, “looks on 
and smiles” while the capitalistic horde play 
their self-destroying game. But he has small 
faith that it will ever be played at the rate 
proposed by the purchase method advocates. 
No, capitalism is too shrewd to fall into such 
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a trap of its own setting. When that method 
is up for serious consideration capitalism, 
whether it be labeled democrat or republican, 
will be heard from, and Hearst. Bryan and 
company will be asked some questions Ehat they 
will have to answer or leave the field. For 
certainly it is as absurd a proposition as was 
ever forced to national consideration in the his- 
tory of the world. 
 ̂ We cannot close this discussion without calling 
especial attention to an argument put forth by 
the advocates of the purchase method and upon 
which they dwell with great emphasis. It is also 
an argument through which the capitalist ad- 
vocates of all creeds will appeal most eloquently 
to the prejudices of auditors. 

It is argued that thousands of persons, in- 
cluding laborers, widows and orphans-all in- 
nocent nurchasers-have invested their mite. in 
many instances their all, in stock of the rail- 
ways, mines, oil, steel and many other industries. 
Their stocks have uroven a source of revenue to 
them; in fact, may be their only means of sub- 
sist&e. If  this stock is not paid for “these 
laborers, widows and orphans are robbed of 
their honest acquisition.” 

To this the advocates of the first and second 
methods answer: First, in all these great con- 
cerns named, and in which it is claimed that so 
manv hold stock. it is an admitted fact that the 
capiialization is ‘far in excess * of the actual 
money invested in them-that from one-half to 
nine-tenths of the stock issued on these in- 
dustries is “water,” and this is what the “Ia- 
borers, widows and orphans” have purchased. 
Now, will any contend- that, even in case the 
nation should decide to buy these things, it 
should pay in full the face value of this “prop- 
erty” that actually represents nothing but specu- 
lative gambling-that actually represents noth- 
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ing ever created by anything except the vote 
of a syndicate and the whirl of a printing press? 
And yet if these “innocent purchasers” are not 
to be “robbed,” this full payment must be made. 

Second, thousands of “widows, and orphans 
and laborers” have in the past invested in stocks 
and been swindled by these stock-gamblers out 
of their last cent. What said capitalism when . 
complaint was made? “You took chances in the 
great game; you played and lost; the respons- 
ibility lies with yourself. Go nurse your 
wounds.” The gambler is solicitous regarding , 
these poor dependent people when their welfare 
is in unison with his own. 
J Third, thousands of laborers, widows and 
ornhans have invested their all in town and 
c&y property that the money kings have, to 
quote Senator Hoar, “made wither;” and these - 
thousands probably outnumber the investors in 
stocks by from five to five hundred to one. 
Has anyone ever heard of any capitalistic solici- 
tude in behalf of these investors? They were 
“innocent purchasers” and bought the property 
hoping for an increase in value. A capifalistic 
combination changed the line of development of 
values and the property went down to a small 
per cent of the former price. The . investors 
were accounted “out of luck.” 

Fourth, while the foregoing arguments portray 
the hypocrisy of capitalistic advocates when 
orating about laborers. widows and orohans.. 
ihey do not set forth ‘the final argumeni that 
the “radical” offers on behalf of these depend- 
ents. The best that capitalism .has offered those 
who have thus invested their mite is a piece of 
paper that calls for a certain part of the divi- 
dends of the concern issuing it; that is, a chance 
in a big exploiting and gambling game. And who 
knoweth the hour when it will be as worthless 
as an old almanac? Ask the thousands who have 



tried it and faund it even s;. Who kno\vs 
how soon a combination of capitalistic bears 
will force an assessment instead of a dividend? 
On the other hand, what has Socialism to offer 
the laborer, the widow and the orphan? Verily, 
that beside which anvthinc that caoiralism can 
offer pales into insignificaGe. So much has al- 
readv been said upon this question that it is not 
necessary here to- repeat. -Rut when capitalists 
talk of the establishment of Socialism robabing 
the poor who now depend upon dividends upon 
water stock, were it not for its surcharge of 
the ridiculous, it would smack of humor that I 
would do honor to a M’ark Twain. 

i 
1 

FOURTH METHOD--PENSION, 

The advocates of this method for acquirinp 
the nation’s wealth by the people of the nation 
contend that the nation should take the nronertv 
and pension the present owners during ‘thei; 
lives and when they are dead let that end the 
story. 

The defenders of this method hold that some 
sort of compensation should be given the present 
holders of wealth; and as they -readily discern 
the fallacies of the comoetitive and the ourchasr 
methods, they fall back-upon this idea as a sorl 
of last resort. 

It certainly has more merit than some other 
suggestions that have been made in the author’s 
presence. For instance, in one meeti;lg while 
the subject treated in this volume was undei 
discussion, the author had quoted Mr. Phillip’s 
statement that Mr. Rockefeller’s income now is 

$100,000,000 per at-num. Later an opportunity 
was given for questions and general discussion 
and one ardent democrat arose and suggested 
that he did not L&eve in confiscation or any 
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of the other methods. He ihought $Zfi,OOO per 
year was sufficient for any .man, and that an 
income tax should be levied upon such as Rocke- 
feller that would reduce his i&come to that sum. 

Here we have an evidence of thougntlessness 
that is very common among men’ and as dense 
as it is common. In the first place, any sort of 
tax is confiscation and falls wholly within the 
authorized definition of that term. In the second 
place, Rockefeller’s property possesses a private 
value based wholly upon what it is yielding and 
can be made to yield its possessor. Now this 
income-tax advocate would reduce the possible 
income to the holder of that property to just 
one four-thousandth part of what it now is; in 
other words, he would reduce the income from 
it all to just what can now be made! from one 
four-thorsan?lth Dart of it. What \irould that 
property bring in the market under the condi- 
tions thus proposed compared with what it would 
now bring? And yet, he would ask Mr: Rocke- 
feller to manage it all just as he now does and 
play that it had not been taken from him by 
“process of law and appropriated to public use” 
-pretend that it had not been confiscated. 
Would it not be more sane and merciful to 
take the property entire-take the other four- 
thousandths-and then pay Mr. Rockefeller 
$25.000 per year, thus avoiding insuoerable dif- 
ficulties in adjusting demands and all-potent ini 
dllcements to dishonest dealing with the public? 
Certainly the pension advocate has the better 
end of this argtiment whether we look at it 
from the standpoint of Mr. RockefellPr or of 
the public. 

The ouoonents of this method of corn-a- 
tion, or b$ any other, argue that any su& pen- 
sion must be paid from labor’s product, a fact 

. that no one questions, and demand to know why 
labor that has already contributed its countless 



mil!ions for the support of the idle rich and 
for the upbuilding of these vast fortunes should 
continue to make any further -donations for that 
mu-pose. Phillius tells LIS that Rockefeller makes 
many millions .annually by utilizing refining pro- 
cesses and in the manufacturing of by-products 
of petroleum by methods that scientists g&e 
freely to the world. Who then most deserves 
the pension? The laborers, the scientists or the 
man who monopolized the product of both brain 
and muscle and to whom the equivalent of a 
vast commonwealth has been contributed? 

Again, they argue that if Socialism had nothing 
to offer in exchange for what a man must yield 
in order that a Co-ooerative Commonwealth be 
established, the proposition of compensation 
might in many cases be considered. But this 
is not the case, as we have previously shown. 
Instead of legally robbing men, its sole aim is 
to forever put an end to robbery by preventing 
the exploiting of the labor of the many ,by the 
few. In SoGalism none can possibly be ‘de- 
prived of this world’s goods for which he has 
any use, providing he is willing to render to 
society the equivalent of the labor necessary to 
produce them. And why should any one pos- 
sess, in pension or in any other form, that for 
whrch he has given no equivalent? Th%, of 
course, refers to men who are able-bodied and 
of an age at which they should be self-sup- 
P?$$“. 

* says one, “some of these men have 
renderid verv valuable service in the uobuildine 
of our eouufry and hence should be rewarded 
accordingly.” While it is true that a few have 
done much, it is also true that hundreds of 
others have rendered this country an equally, yea. 
more valuable service who wouId not think of _ 
asking for a pension, nor -would any pension 
advocate suggest such a thing for them. Why? 
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Solely because the energies of these hundreds 
have not been spent in accumulating riches, in * 

exploiting the labor of others. ‘The statesmen, 
the poets, the authors, the journalists, the in- 
ventors, the teachers, the scientists-yes, they 
are in goodly numbers; and is their labor not 
as meritorious, as honorable, as worthy of any 
sort of consideration as is that of the average 
American multi-millionaire? But long contact 
with capitalistic teachings and environment has 
apparently steeped the American mind in the 
hideous conviction that the only true measure 
of merit is money-getting. Such an idea the 
“radical” will., not tolerate for a moment. I f  
any pensions are to be distributed, he would 
hand them to all the truly deserving or +o none. 

CONCLUSION. 

We have made but a brief and incomplete re- 
view of the matter in hand; but have at least 
introduced subjects that will in the not far dis- 
tant future command the attention of the entire 
world-questions whose solution will be fought 
out in parliaments and upon the political field. 
And the battle will be as earnest as any in 
which men ever engaged. 

This strife will not all be between Socialists 
and capitalists; for even now part of the capi- 
talistsic orgamzations are assuming a threaten- 
ing attitude. One wing of the so-called demo- 
cracy, and even now and then a more or less 
influential republican, is openly advocating gov- 
ernment ownership as a remedy for some of the 
monopolies that now exist. Government owner- 
ship is rapidly becoming a popular theme and 
national parties other than the Socialists are 
face to face with the necessity of taking a de- 
finite stand in relation thereto. When these 

.‘. 
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demands are subjects for discussion upon every 
political platform in our campaigns, the fallacies 
that lie buried in them will be brought to light 
and conf?scation will be exhibited in new and 
varied forms. In all the mevioL& historv of 
the world there can be founb. no parallel e&her 
in extent or degree for the confiscation that is 
legally enforced- through the capitalist system 
upon the laboring masses of today. True, it is 
called exploiting, not confiscating, but what it, 
in effect, is and not what it is called is what 
discussion will raoidlv disclose: and then set- 
tlement will be dema;ded ,by labor between all 
parties concerned in the deal. And the claim 
that cannot stand the test at the bar of absolute 
justice ‘will be turned down! as it should be, 
along with any and all pohtical organizations 
interested in its making. 

. I  We nave just published a new edition ot 
N. A. Richardson’s INTRODUCTION TO SO- 
CIALISM. It contains 64 large pages. Single 
cop& are sold at five cents each, postpaid, 
but the best price we dan make on IOO copies 
is $3.00 when we prepay expressage and 
$i.50 when sent at purchaser’s expense. No 
one can leet a lower m-ice than this. but our 
stockholders may buy copies at these prices 
in quantities to suit their own convenience. 
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Researches in the Lines of Human 

Progress: From Savagery 
Through Barbarism to 

Civilization 
One American and only one is recog- 

nized by the universities of Europe as 
one of the world’s great scientists. That 
American is Lewis H. Morgan, the author 
of this book. 
on the subject. 

He was the pioneer writer 
His conclusions have been 

fully sustained by later investigators. 
This work contains a full and clear explanation 

of many vitally important facts, without which no 
intelligent discussion of the “Woman Question” 
ie possible. It shows that the successive marriage 
customs that have arisen have corresponded to 
ezwtain de6nit.e industrial conditions. The author 
shows that it is industrial changea that alter the 
relations of the sexes. and that these changes ara 
still ping on. He shows the historical rea%on for 
the ‘double standard of morals” for men and 
women. over which reformers have wailed in vain. 
And he points the way to a cleaner. freer, happier 
life for women in the future. through the triumph 
of the working class. All this is shown indirect‘ly 

-through historical facts; the reader is left to draw 
his own conclusions. 

Cloth, 666 large pages, gold stamping. Until 
lately this book could not be bought for less than 
$4.00. Our price is $1.&J. and we will mail the 
book to YOU for 60~. proyided you send $1.66 crt 
the same time for a year’s subscription to the 
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